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The 1967 Referendum and its Impact on the Lives of Indigenous Peoples
The constitution of Australia, though perhaps not considered by the average person in day-to day life, is the building
blocks upon which our society is constructed. The 1967 referendum for constitutional alteration is often referred to
as a turning point in Indigenous affairs and was the prerequisite for change in this matter1; 50 years on however, it’s
time to reflect on whether the right choices have been made. While it may have been well intended, the evidence of
the impact of the referendum suggests there haven’t been as many improvements as widely believed, and that the
potential power of the constitutional change hasn’t been used to its full extent to create a better world; a better
world will be defined as an improvement in the areas of political, economic and social wellbeing2 (to reflect the main
hopes for the referendum’s impact at the time, including that of the petition) for all those who identify as an
Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person, which is defined by the Australian government as:
1. A person who has Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent; who also
2. Identifies as an Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander person; and
3. Is accepted as such by the Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander community in which they live (or
come from).3
In 1956, the majority of ‘white Australia’ (the non-Indigenous population) was unaware of the plight of Indigenous
peoples, as Aboriginal affairs were not highly publicised; the efforts of the Aboriginal Rights Movement had been
more of a silent struggle; however, this was soon to change. In Western Australia’s Parliament, Liberal
representative Bill Grayden had been voicing his concerns for the welfare of Indigenous Australians, particularly
those of the Warburton Ranges4; by early 1957, a committee was in place that soon produced a report and film
(entitled ‘Manslaughter’) detailing the dreadful conditions of the people of this community. This film captured the
attention of the nation with its graphic and confronting content5. Several political authorities described it as a ‘blot
on our national conscience’6, and there was a frustration among white and Indigenous Australians alike that little
could be done to help (this community and any others that were struggling) due to constitutional restrictions. This
sparked the push for change, and so the Aboriginal-Australian Fellowship’s Petition7 for a referendum was launched
on the 29th April, 19578. Over the next decade, the government was put under increasing pressure to do something
about Aboriginal affairs, especially considering that Australia had signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
in 1948.9 Finally, in February of 1967, the decision was made to go ahead with the referendum, which was set to take
place on the 27th of May, 196710.
The referendum asked 2 questions on the ballot papers and while they reflected the desires of the petition, there
was some concern over their potential consequences. The first question asked voters to consider constitutional
alteration so members of the House of Representatives could be increased without changing the number of Senators
(also called the ‘nexus proposal’), and the second question asked for the approval of constitutional alteration in
favour of Aboriginal people11. This question referred to sections 51 and 127 of the constitution, the only sections
explicitly addressing Aboriginal people. Section 51 (as it stood before the referendum) is as follows:
‘The parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have the power to make laws for the peace, order and
good government of the Commonwealth with respect to (xxvi); the people of any race other than the
Aboriginal race in any State, for whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws’.12
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A ‘yes’ vote would result in the omission of the words ‘other than the Aboriginal race in any state’ and allow special
laws to be put in place for the benefit of Indigenous Australians. Originally, the intention of section 51 was to protect
Aboriginal people from discrimination by not applying any potentially discriminatory laws to them13; this was exactly
the case for controversy over the effectiveness of this change, with it being described by some as a ‘cure worse than
the disease’14. Section 127 more so reflected the feelings of the period of constitutional drafting and was almost
considered irrelevant to modern day Australia:
‘In reckoning the numbers of the people in the Commonwealth, the Aboriginal natives shall not be
counted.’15
This meant that Indigenous peoples were not counted in the census; the repeal of this section would change that.
The reason for its initial inclusion was that Aboriginal people were considered a ‘dying race’16 who were not
expected to survive British settlement, and were therefore not ‘worthy’ of being counted as part of the population17.
If these changes became law, it would mean that Indigenous Australians would follow federal law, as opposed to the
different and conflicting rules of each state18, and come under the responsibility of the Commonwealth.
Campaigns began around the country, though the intentions of the referendum were not always clear to the public.
Posters and drawings encouraging a yes vote misled some into thinking the referendum would grant Indigenous
peoples citizenship19;they were citizens as of 196220. The government issued a ‘case for yes’21; interestingly, there
wasn’t a ‘case for no’. This might be supported by the fact that the ‘eyes of the world [were] on Australia and her
handling of black Australians ’22 and ‘if it is not passed, Australia will be held up to ridicule’23. Another popular feeling
among politicians (and the public) was that the referendum could help to amend past wrongs, therefore there was a
level of guilt24. At this time only 4 out of 40 proposed constitutional alterations had been approved25; however, the
result of this referendum was staggering. While the nexus question failed, 90.77% of voters said yes to the second
proposal26, which was passed into law on the 10th August 1967.27 This was exciting news for the Aboriginal Rights
Movement; but would this change of words make a better world?
After 25 years, Australians were frustrated with the government’s lack of action. After the referendum, the prime
minister, Harold Holt, focused on the failure of the nexus rather than the overwhelming success of the ‘Aborigine
question’28. The government was perhaps quite shocked with the result, as they didn’t have plans in place other than
including Indigenous peoples in the next referendum. There’d been a few positive advancements by 1992 such as
the appointment of the ATSIC29, and an increase of Aboriginal children attending school, but the situation for many
Indigenous peoples hadn’t improved greatly; even now that $1 billion was spent annually on Aboriginal affairs30,
employment was up to 5 times worse than that of the rest of Australia31, and Indigenous life expectancy was around
20 years less than the average non-Indigenous person32. The case was even made that ‘if the referendum hadn’t
been passed we would have been further advanced because white Australia would not have fooled the rest of the
world into thinking that something positive was being done’33. It seemed as though the government was satisfied
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enough with the referendum’s result to act as some form of reconciliation, and not put more effort into making a
better world for Indigenous peoples.
The referendum hoped to improve the areas of political economic and social welfare for Aboriginal people, and
while in some cases it has done so, there are others which see shocking statistics. In a political sense, Indigenous
people are represented (to a better degree) in parliament; however, it happened to be the lack of political action
that influenced the Land Rights Movement; the ownership of traditional lands was thought to eventually improve
the economic, health and social wellbeing of Aborigines. An estimated $30.3 billion was spent on services for
Indigenous peoples between 2012-201334, and while this looks good on paper, it’s actual impact doesn’t match the
enormity of that figure. Certainly, health and education is considered a part of wellbeing and these statistics35 show
the frightening truths. The life expectancy of an Indigenous person is approximately 10 years shorter than of a nonIndigenous person36;the suicide rate is approximately 2.6 times the rate for non-Indigenous Australians. In 2013, 30%
of Indigenous people consumed dangerous levels of alcohol monthly (12% higher than non-Indigenous people), were
1.9 times more likely to use illicit substances and 2.6 times more likely to be daily smokers37. Risk of family violence is
4-6 times higher in Aboriginal households38, and in 2013, Indigenous females were 34.2 times more likely to be
hospitalised for domestic violence39. What’s more devastating is the majority of these statistics worsen the further
an Indigenous person lives from a major city, possibly due to factors like access to services40. Average school
attendance is also lower than non-Indigenous children; approximately 31% of Indigenous students finish high
school41 compared to 76% of non-Indigenous students42. While there’ve been programs put into place to try help
these situations43, the statistics are slow to show improvement.
One of the most important things for many was the potential social impact of the referendum; it meant that
Indigenous peoples were accepted as humans, both by law and (as evidence of the vote) by the majority of the
population44. Indigenous people were denied rights like accessing public pools and pubs45, which the referendum
changed. After the referendum, it was considered less ‘shameful’ to be Indigenous, and more people started
accepting/claiming their Aboriginality46. However, there’s no simple fix to racism and while the referendum removed
legal discrimination, it’s still prevalent in society. In 2008, 27% of Aboriginal people reported being discriminated
against in the past year47, and Indigenous people accounted for approximately one quarter of the inmate population;
there are arguments towards the fact that this significant number is partially due to institutionalised racism.
If the point of the referendum was to make a better world for Indigenous people, then it has only done so in part.
When the public voted, they had people like those of the Warburton Ranges in mind (people from severely
disadvantaged rural communities) and it’s likely that they thought a ‘yes’ vote would make a better world for them.
However, statistics show that those who were already the most advantaged (Aboriginal people living in urban areas)
stood to gain the most from the referendum, and have benefited more from the changes. It’s also likely that the
public’s vote was influenced by guilt for the past treatment of Indigenous peoples, which saw it dubbed ‘a victory for
white Australians’48 in the initial absence of action. While the statistics do show improvement in some areas, there
are others which see the rise in new problems, namely drugs and alcohol abuse; it seems almost as though the
elimination of political discrimination was replaced by/and or inadvertently had a part in creating this issue, as
Indigenous people were not allowed the public consumption of alcohol. Recently, elders of rural communities
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showed the parliament a video of the ‘violence on their streets’49, eerily reminiscent of the Warburton Ranges film.
This begs the question: if the world is better for Aborigines, then why is history repeating itself? Of course, there are
conflicting opinions within every community; some would argue that an improvement for Indigenous peoples in
urban areas has made the world better; however, this wasn’t the explicit cause for the referendum.
It’s been 50 years since the referendum for constitutional alteration to benefit Indigenous peoples, but overall, has
its consequences made a better world? The answer is perhaps best described by this quote: ‘…There is always a wellknown solution to every human problem- neat, plausible and wrong’50. There are areas where improvement in
quality of life has been prevalent, and others which have the potential for further improvement; however the notion
that many people’s problems -namely those of urban and rural-dwelling Aborigines - could be fixed by a change of
wording in the constitution was always met with controversy, and the evidence suggests it would have been near
impossible to improve everyone’s lives with just this change.
Tahlia Grammatopoulos
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Appendix

Item 1: Warbuton Ranegs Map

Item 2: Aboriginal-Australians Fellowship Petition

Revised edition read:
The Humble Petition of the electors of the state of New South Wales respectfully sheweth- the Aboriginal residents
of Australia suffer under disabilities political, social and economic and that these in important respects are not
remediable without Amendment of the Constitution of the Commonwealth, and that Aborigines are entitles to equal
rights with other Australians. Our petitioners therefore humbly pray that the government of the Commonwealth
bring down a Constitution Alteration Bill in the Parliament of the Commonwealth, and submit the bill when passed
to a Referendum of the people, each at the earliest practicable date, so as to: delete the words underlined in Section
51 (xxvi) of the Constitution of the Commonwealth (‘other than the Aboriginal race in any state’) which gives power
to the Parliament of the Commonwealth to make laws with respect to the ‘people of any race other than the
Aboriginal race in any state for whom it is deemed necessary to make special laws’, and delete section 127 of the
Constitution of the Commonwealth which reads, ‘In reckoning the numbers of the people of the Commonwealth, or
of a state or other part of a the Commonwealth, Aboriginal natives shall not be counted’. And your Petitioners, as in
duty bound, will ever pray.

Item 3: The Case for Yes accessed at

Item 4: FCAA campaign poster

Item 5: The results

Item 6: Constitution Alteration Act

Item 7: Harold Holt press release

